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BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE  
FOR YOUR SALES & 
MARKETING LEADERS  
 

For more information, contact: 

John Horner 
Partner, Consulting-Business Intelligence 
925-790-2686 
John.Horner@armaninoLLP.com 

Learn More 
Whether you are looking for an end-to-end 
implementation, enablement of your in-house 
team, project-based assistance or staff 
augmentation, our Armanino Business 
Intelligence Consulting Services team is your 
go-to partner. 

Learn More 
 

Armanino takes your CRM system to a higher level, 
delivering additional business benefits to your sales 
and marketing leaders with a state of the art, powerful 
BI for CRM integration.

Our experts have extended the out-of-the-box Dynamics 365 Sales and 
Dynamics CRM reporting & analysis capabilities, combining our in-depth 
knowledge of Business Intelligence platforms with our vast practical 
experience of Dynamics implementations to create a powerful analytical & 
reporting solution in Dynamic Insights for CRMSM. 
 
OUR DYNAMIC INSIGHTS FOR CRMSM SOLUTION PROVIDES: 

Sales Operations Framework 

Enable field sales staff and their management teams to monitor sales performance and 
react quickly to changes while deals are still in the pipeline. 

Dashboards with Drilldown to Detailed Analysis 

Providing deep insight into actuals, forecast, pipeline, growth & progression, leads, 
marketing campaigns and account plans by territory, product team and sales personnel. 

Dynamic Insights for CRMSM enables your sales and marketing teams 
Built using leading-edge Business Intelligence platforms and compatible with Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics CRM, Salesforce and other industry standard CRM 
applications, our Dynamic Insights for CRMSM solution is a set of pre-built dashboards that 
gets you up and running quickly.  
 
The configurable solution comes with an industry-proven data model, including built-in 
historical Weekly and Monthly snapshots and pre-defined Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) and analytics, all pre-tested and ready to be integrated with your CRM data. 
 
We understand that every company has their own unique business needs, so we have 
designed our solution to have a robust foundation but to also be flexible enough to cater 
for future customizations. 
 
 Build new pipeline focused on quota needs 

 Grow your average deal size by focusing on cross-sell & upsell opportunities 

 Accelerate your future pipeline opportunities through continuous nurturing 

 Manage sales teams and help focus them towards exceeding quota  

 Win a greater share of larger deals in a faster timespan 

 
Turbo Charge your Sales Performance with Dynamic Insights for CRMSM 
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Note: The Foundation Layer is required for use 
with any Module, but only needs to be 
purchased once. Each module can be 
purchased stand-alone or with other modules. 
Consulting services are a necessary 
requirement to integrate, extract, transform and 
load data and deploy and customize modules. 

ARMANINO DYNAMIC INSIGHTS FOR CRMSM - SOLUTION MODULES 
Our solution has a modular design, built on a common foundation layer. The foundation 
layer incorporates a single data model along with the required integrations to your Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM application. Our configurable approach means that each module can be 
progressively added to enhance the overall capabilities of the solution without the need for 
repeated disruption and rebuilding. 

 
 Foundation Layer: This layer contains the data model along with the required 

integrations to your Microsoft Dynamics CRM application but configurable to suit 
any CRM-based system, such as Salesforce. The Foundation Layer is core to this 
solution as it is used by all other modules. The Foundation Layer includes pre-built 
hierarchy tables for the most commonly used dimensions that can be configured to 
suit your specific needs. Example dimensions include: Business Unit, Sales  

 Sales Performance: Enable your sales leadership to effectively measure your 
entire sales organization to quota and budget expectations and help focus their 
teams on meeting and exceeding quota, all to the benefit of the entire sales 
organization and the company as a whole. Measure the best and worst performers 
from an Actual versus Forecast perspective, using our built-in historical Weekly and 
Monthly snapshots. 

 Forecast & Pipeline Management: This module provides a tried and tested, 
workflow-based approach that goes beyond traditional static reporting, enabling 
sales teams and individual reps to maintain a healthy pipeline and forecast more 
accurately while providing management with the visibility that they need to 
effectively monitor and help lead their teams to success. 

 Pipeline Growth & Velocity: Utilize our built-in Weekly and Monthly historical 
snapshots to measure pipeline growth, progression and velocity, in-flight as you 
progress through your sales period. 

 Lead Funnel Analysis: Ensure that your sales teams future pipeline needs are 
being addressed by continuing to monitor and manage the flow of new leads into 
the top of the sales funnel. 

 Account Planning & Management (2016-Q2): This module utilizes additional data 
sources providing additional insights for account management and ensuring sales 
teams remain focused on the most appropriate opportunities. 

 Campaign Performance (2016-Q3): This module utilizes additional data sources 
from your marketing automation systems, providing additional insights into the 
success of your email campaigns to allow marketing to make the necessary actions 
to improve. 

 Territory Planning & Management (2016-Q4): This module incorporates 
additional external market data to provide insights on where sales leadership should 
focus their resources to improve market share and help drive sales. 

 
Client Testimonial 
 
“Before, it took hours of wrangling pivot tables in Excel to see our sales pipeline. Now 
I have instant visibility into each sales rep’s pipeline and more importantly, I can share 
forecasts with our practice leaders so they can allocate resources appropriately to 
meet client demand.  Armanino’s Dynamic Insights for CRM is a game-changer. ” 
 

- Sales Director, Leading National Professional Services Firm 

 

 


